East Campus Library  LRC Renovation
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AGENDA

1. Project Schedule
2. Discuss meeting Goals
   - Refine selected option
3. Review next Steps
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East Campus Library LRC

SEPTEMBER 17 2010

tBP / Architecture
SCHEDULE

Revise Schematic Plan

September 2010

Complete Schematic Design Package:

October 2010

Design Development

November 2010-Mid January 2011

Construction Documents

Mid January - April 2011

State Architect Review

May-August 2011

Bid

October-December 2011

Construct

January 2012
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QUIET ENVIRONMENTS AWAY FROM ENTRANCE

QUIET ENVIRONMENTS AWAY FROM ENTRANCE

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

ASSISTED COMPUTING

INDEPENDENT COMPUTING

CIRCULATION

POPULAR MATERIALS

WORK AREA

OFFICES

DEAN

RESERVES

INFO

INFO

TUTURING & STUDY

QUIET READING & STUDY

ENTRANCE

LOUD INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS NEAR ENTRANCE

ENTRANCE

CORNER

MAIN FLOOR OPTION 2C
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Q & A
Next Steps